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“Ol a Ladyzhenskaya overcame reat odds o  a personal and political 
nature to become one o  the most influential mathematicians o  her 

eneration. This entlewoman will be very much missed by her amily 
and riends and by the scientific community." -- Max Gunzbur er, 
Florida State University



Endnote or Text on Pa e 3:
* Without trial, Ol a’s ather Alexander Ivanovich Ladyzhensky was arrested by the NKVD (Narodny 
Kommissariat Vnutrennikh Del), a orerunner o  the KGB or bein  “an enemy o  the State”. The exact 
reasonin  is not entirely known, but he was one o  many teachers apprehended durin  Stalin’s re ime. 

Alexander Ivanovich Ladyzhensky was executed without trial. It is believed he died in the NKVD torture 
chamber durin  the week between October 23rd and October 30th o  1937. Alexander Solschenizyn 
“recalls in his epic account o  the Gula , Alexander I. Ladyzhensky had been warned by a peasant that his 
name was in "their" lists; but he stayed, he would not leave the students who depended on him; see [30], p. 
23-24.”  [4] His perseverance inspired Ol a to pursue her dream despite the many obstacles she aced, as 
well.

Endnote or Text on Pa e 5:
* In addition to to Ivan Petrovsky, her doctoral thesis advisor, Ol a drew inspiration and built upon the 
works o  German mathematicians David Hilbert and Richard Courant, re ardin  differential equations. As 
or her roup theory and al ebraic eats, she learned rom Aleksandr G Kurosh and Boris Nikolaevich 

Delone. Yet perhaps her reatest interest and inspiration was drawn rom the works o  Israil Gel and; she 
re ularly attended his lectures whenever time permitted. Althou h she worked directly with others, 
Gel and can be seen as a mentor o  reat influence on Ol a. [3]



Endnote or Text on Pa e 7: 
* This be ins Ol a’s work on partial differential equations and fluid dynamics. Ol a ound a particular 
interest in the Navier-Stokes equations which aim at describin  the motion o  viscous fluids. Ol a 
ponders the existence and uniqueness o  boundaries relative to fluid dynamics and published important 
proo s re ardin  them in her celebrated thesis pictured on Pa e 7. In the second dimension with the aid 
o  the multiplicative inequality pictured on Pa e 7, she proved “the lobal solvability o  problems in 
bounded and exterior domains. For initial boundary value problems, she proved the unique solvability 
or small enou h time, as well as the lobal unique solvability or small enou h data.” [5]

Endnote or Text on Pa e 8: 
* Nikita Khrushchev, pictured on Pa e 8 as Time Man o  the Year, was instrumental in the process o  
destalinization and the openin  o  both physical and ideolo ical borders in the USSR. Khrushchev also 
promoted the peace ul coexistence o  the USSR and the USA in the 1950s. A process that coincided with 
destalinization was also the easin  o  socialist realism. From the 1920s on, art was used exclusively as a 
propa anda tool. This orm o  realism specific to the arts was “imposed in Russia by Stalin ollowin  his 
rise to power a ter the death o  Lenin in 1924,” and was “characterised in paintin  by ri orously optimistic 
pictures o  Soviet li e painted in a realist style.”[8] In practice and  “in paintin  it meant usin  realist styles 
to create hi hly optimistic depictions o  Soviet li e. Any pessimistic or critical element was banned.”[8] The 
easin  o  said policies reprimandin  ree thou ht and expression allowed Ol a to pursue some o  her 
personal interests such as paintin , poetry, and even protest. Additionally, Boris Yeltsin, pictured ivin  a 
speech in the 1991 Soviet coup d'état attempt on Pa e 8, was imperative to the breakup o  the USSR, a 
movement in which Ol a participated in. 
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